Wall transitions
made of stainless
steel (AISI 316)

There are many standards involved in
the field of water. Our standard is
perfection.

Inlet nozzles enable the water inflow and, in
correlation with the number of nozzles and pumping
capacity, they are directionally adjustable and
responsible to a high degree for pleasant and perfect
pool flow.

Made from the highest quality and extremely resistant
stainless steel (to the AISI 316 standard), they are a
combination of aesthetic design and the high quality
standard of BEHNCKE products. Made in Germany.

Round wall inlet nozzle.

In the case of this high-quality inlet nozzle, the
faceplate and threaded connector are pressed as one
unit for concrete (gunite) pools. It is optionally
available for vinyl liner pools with flange set (flange,
seal and screws) or separately. With the 1" nozzle it is
possible to achieve a flow rate of 40 gpm. Wall
transition purchased separately.

CUBE-Line wall inlet nozzle.

Functionally constructed the same as our round nozzle,
the CUBE-Line nozzle offers a square, contemporary
design that is uncommon in pool construction.

Available for both concrete (gunite) and liner pools.
Wall transition purchased separately.
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Our quality aspiration is that not a
drop ever falls in the wrong place.

Wall transitions
made of stainless
steel (AISI 316)

For BEHNCKE products, this means a high quality
standard that requires a love of detail, and particularly
so with stainless steel. At BEHNCKE all wall
transitions are therefore equipped as standard with
protective caps that allow no installation
contamination whatsoever to enter. In addition,
integrated grounding lugs provide for lasting safety.

Nozzle
Wall transition for concrete (gunite)
pools.

Our wall transition made of passivated stainless steel
and equipped with a built-in water stop meets building
standard 18195 and is suitable for concrete (gunite)
For concrete
wall with vinyl
liner pools

pools. The integrated masonry collar causes a high
anti-capillary effect for durable sealing. An adapter to
Nozzle

2" slip is included. Nozzle purchased separately.

Wall transitions for liner pools.

Imperial measurements are approximate, metric measurements are exact.
April/2016 - Right reserved to make technical changes.

These wall transitions are particularly suitable for
private liner pools. Thanks to the small flange, a welldesigned, complete and therefore aesthetic cover can
be achieved. An adapter to 2" slip is included. (Flange,
gasket and screw set is included with nozzles for liner
pools.)
For steel wall
and polymer wall
liner pools and
fiberglass pool
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